PARTY IN THE PARK

Thank you to everyone involved in this year’s community celebration!

Let’s give one more shout out to our 2022 sponsors!

BARRON CHIROPRACTIC
BERRY’S LANES, INC.
EDEN MUTUAL INSURANCE ASSOCIATION
EDWARD JONES-FINANCIAL ADVISOR: DEAN R STUDER
EDWARDS PLUMBING HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
JACK & PAIGE EMRICH
BRUCE & JOYCE ERICKSON
BRENDA HACKBARTH

NANCY BALDWIN

HAMLING PROPERTIES
TOM & TERESA HUSNIK
JOHN LEONARD - STATE FARM
JEFF & DR. MAGGIE MANGOLD
TED & JEANNE MANN
JOHN & LAURIE MAYHEW:
VINTON CRUISE COMMITTEE
MOSSMAN & MOSSMAN LLP.

PHILLIPS FUNERAL HOMES, INC.
JOHN & JACKIE SCHOETTMER
STONEY ARCH FINANCIAL
SARA E. STUFESEN DDS PC
THREE D KITCHENS
THREE RIVERS INSURANCE
DAVE & LISA VERMEDAHL
VIKING SEWING CENTER
WINDSOR MANOR OF VINTON
DR. ALAN & JANET WOODHOUSE

LET’S STAY CONNECTED!

www.vprdzone.com